External Review Procedures
SECTION V: LETTERS FROM OUTSIDE EVALUATORS

Note to candidate and to department head: The function of outside evaluators is to provide independent assessments of the candidate's work and professional standing. For this reason, it is essential that the candidate not influence, or attempt to influence, the assessment provided by the outside evaluators. The candidate may submit names of possible evaluators to the department head; however, no more than half of the total evaluators may be from the candidate's list.

If the candidate has engaged in extensive collaboration, and the ability of the candidate to make independent contributions may be difficult to ascertain, it may be helpful to request letters from one or more of his/her collaborators describing the extent and nature of the candidate's contribution to the collaboration.

A sample letter to outside evaluators is included as Appendix D. Deviate from the wording of the sample letter only with the permission of your dean. The content of all questions included in the sample letter must be included in your letter unless you have permission from the Provost to eliminate.

Include in the dossier:

☐ One sample copy of request letter sent by department head or head of department review committee

☐ Summary of process used to select outside evaluators to be provided by department head
  ☐ List all outside evaluators recommended by candidate
  ☐ List additional outside evaluators recommended and by whom
  ☐ List all outside evaluators contacted whether or not they agreed to serve as evaluators
  ☐ Describe criteria used in selecting outside evaluators
  ☐ Describe who selected final list of outside evaluators

☐ Brief statement on each evaluator's national or international standing
  (Identify those who can be judged as independent of the candidate. Do not include full CV.)

☐ Letters from Outside Evaluators
  ☐ Three to eight letters from similar academic departments outside the University of Arizona dated within one year of the department committee's report
  ☐ All letters must be from independent, outside evaluators who are not the candidate's major professor, co-author, dissertation advisor, or otherwise closely associated with candidate
  ☐ All letters received from outside evaluators must be included

☐ Letters from Collaborators
  ☐ Letter(s) describing extent and nature of candidate's contribution to collaboration when candidate has engaged in extensive collaborative work

☐ Letters of Evaluation
  Department heads should clarify how letters of evaluation were solicited.
  ☐ By University of Arizona faculty colleagues
  ☐ By present or former graduate students
Letters of Reference

G.2.4: Letters of Reference

Effective 8/18/2000

In total, letters of reference should present a well-rounded representation of the academic professional's career. Referees should be chosen carefully as these individuals will be expected to display the academic professional and his/her activities and achievements in the most advantageous light. Letters that are less strong, "damn with faint praise" or never arrive, may weaken the academic professional's packet rather than promote it. When selecting references, consider the following guidelines.

1. Contact the referee beforehand to confirm that he/she is willing to write a letter of reference and that he/she will be available during the critical period.
2. The primary evaluator and the academic professional should confer in developing their lists. While some names may appear on both lists, avoid complete duplication. The lists should provide the Dean with a substantial number of choices.
3. References may come from 3 areas: internal to the Libraries, within the ASU community and external to ASU. As the academic professional's career progresses, the expectation would be to have more references from the ASU community and from outside the University.
4. It is not expected that each referee will be able to address all areas of performance; however, each referee should be able to support one or more areas of the academic professional's job performance, professional development and/or service activities. Referees should be selected so that most of the academic professional's significant activities or achievements are addressed.

Letters of Reference Roster
DIRECTIONS FOR 2005-2006 PERSONNEL ACTIONS (TO DEANS)

Last Revision: 6/14/2005

Duplicate and distribute the personnel action calendar widely to all those who will be affected by it, including personnel committees, candidates, and secretaries. Photocopy the page entitled MATERIALS TO BE SUBMITTED and provide copies directly to candidates for tenure (or continuing status for academic professionals) and promotion so that they will know what is to come forward to the university committee and to the Office of the Executive Vice President and University Provost. Draw their attention to the ability to make a statement (maximum of four pages) about their career goals and how their work ties together into an overall plan.

A current copy of the unit's/department's approved promotion and tenure/continuing status review criteria needs to be included in the unit's/department's submission to the dean. The dean will then forward the unit/department criteria, as well as a current copy of the college's approved promotion and tenure review criteria, to the Office of the Executive Vice President and University Provost along with a cover memo listing the names of the candidate(s) file(s) to be reviewed.

The unit's written criteria concerning evaluation for tenure and promotion must address evaluation issues pertaining to faculty who participate as affiliated faculty or as "core faculty" in another program, such as a department, center, institute, or interdisciplinary program. [See ACD 506-06]

With recent changes in ACD policy, probationary reviews for assistant professors (hired 2003/04 or thereafter) have been moved to third-year reviews (midway in their promotion and tenure review cycle); untenured associate professors (hired 2003/04 or thereafter) will continue to have their probationary reviews (midpoint) in their second year.

Be scrupulous in following the directions below for soliciting outside letters:

1. In comprising the list of external reviewers, half should be selected from the candidate's suggested reviewers and the other half from the chair/dean's suggested list of reviewers. The unit head must consult with the dean in determining his/her list.
2. Requests should be virtually the same for all candidates from a unit.
3. Requests should be written in neutral terms so as not to communicate that you are asking for either a negative or a positive endorsement. [See sample letter #1.] Be sure to designate if the candidate is being reviewed for promotion only, tenure only, or both promotion and tenure.
4. The packet of accompanying materials should be up-to-date and carefully prepared by the candidate (except for your letter) to present a well-rounded picture. It should resemble the packet that will come forward to the University Tenure and Promotion Committee (minus the evaluations),
i.e., a table of contents, an updated vita, a statement from the candidate putting past and future work into perspective, and samples of four articles/books, portfolios, or equivalent data. We recommend that departments send relevant information about the department if special circumstances surrounding the department context might be helpful to external reviewers in making judgments about the cases, e.g., relative productivity in departments where teaching/service demands may be higher or lower than average.

5. A copy of the curriculum vitae of each reviewer should be included (if possible).

6. You should include a statement that the recommendations are confidential and will be seen only by appropriate administrators and reviewing committees. If your reviewing committee is made up of a large group, e.g., all faculty at rank and above, then explain the situation so that the writer will not be surprised at how many people read the evaluation. This also means that internal recommendation letters should not identify the reviewers in any way (either by name, by description, by university affiliation, etc.).

7. Send a "thank you for reviewing" letter to those who take the time to make a review. [See attached sample letter #3.]

Point #6 is extremely important. Current ACD policy allows faculty members or academic professionals to review their personnel file, with the exception of confidential references and external letters of evaluation. It is essential, therefore, that tenure/continuing status and promotion recommendations from personnel committees and others not include names, universities, or place of professional employment, nor descriptively identify the external reviewers in the letters of recommendation or reports.

Please ensure that names of external reviewers are listed ONLY on the grid entitled RECORD OF OUTSIDE LETTERS FOR ASU TENURE AND/OR PROMOTION. Please also provide additional narrative on the grid (Reason for Invitation/Professional Qualifications/Relationship to Candidate) as needed to contextualize the reviews. That is, for each evaluator, please describe the reviewer's qualifications, stature in the field, and area of expertise; provide enough detail so that reviewers outside of the discipline can make a fair determination about the weight to accord each review. All external reviewers should be listed on the grid even if they decline to review or do not respond with a review.

For further information about tenure/continuing status and promotion processes, refer to the 506 or 507 sections of the online ACD Manual, or contact Cecilia Hook if you have questions.
I. Review of Members of the Librarian Series
   F. Review Initiator’s Role

6. SOLICITATION OF LETTERS
   a. Letters are required in all accelerated reviews and in all cases where the candidate is being considered for promotion, accelerated advancement, career status, advancement to Librarian, Step VI, or termination.
   b. Letters may be solicited at the discretion of the Review Initiator in other cases as well, especially when the Review Initiator does not have firsthand knowledge of the candidate’s performance in a certain area, when there is a likelihood that the candidate will not agree with the recommendation, or when no letters have been solicited for a review of the candidate in at least five years. When the Review Initiator exercises his or her discretion to solicit letters, the Review Initiator shall include the reason for soliciting letters in his or her letter of recommendation.
   c. When letters are to be solicited, the Review Initiator shall give the candidate an opportunity to suggest names of persons who are familiar with the candidate’s performance. The candidate shall indicate the area(s) of performance about which the named persons might be particularly knowledgeable. Letters solicited by the Review Initiator shall include a reasonable number from the names provided by the candidate.
   d. The candidate may also list names of persons who, for reasons set forth in writing, might not objectively evaluate, in a letter or on a committee, the candidate’s qualifications or performance. Any such statement provided by the candidate shall be included in the review record. The Review Initiator may solicit letters from persons that the candidate has indicated might not be objective if the Review Initiator feels strongly that those persons would be appropriate. If this is the case, the review record must include both the candidate’s statement indicating inappropriate referees and reasons for their inappropriateness and the Review Initiator’s reasons for soliciting letters from them.
   e. Both the candidate’s list and the Review Initiator’s list shall become part of the review file.
   f. If the candidate is in a supervisory position, letters may be solicited from librarians in the supervisory chain below the candidate.
   g. The Review Initiator is not required to solicit letters from all individuals suggested by the candidate, nor is the Review Initiator restricted to that list of names. Indeed, the Review Initiator shall solicit letters from others when he/she deems them to be important sources for evaluation.
   h. The Review Initiator’s request for a letter shall include the candidate’s résumé; when evaluation of publications is sought, it is also helpful to include copies of publications not otherwise easily obtainable for the letter writer’s reference. In addition, when soliciting letters from UCI librarians, the Review Initiator shall include the candidate’s position profile(s) for the Criterion One period under review.
   i. All solicited letters received must be included in the review record, including communications in response to a solicitation which state that a letter will not be supplied.
I. Review of Members of the Librarian Series
F. Review Initiator’s Role

11. CANDIDATE’S INSPECTION OF NON-CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS
   a. Before forwarding the review record to the next review level, the Review Initiator shall
      provide the candidate the opportunity to inspect and make copies of all documents to be
      included in the review record other than confidential academic review documents.
      (Confidential academic review records are defined in Article 5, Personnel Files.)
   b. The Review Initiator shall provide a copy of his or her letter of recommendation to the
      candidate.

MOU
Article 4: Process for Merit Increase, Promotion and Career Status
C. Procedures
   10. Before forwarding the academic review file to the next level of review, the review initiator shall
       provide the candidate an opportunity to inspect all documents to be included in the review file
       other than confidential academic review records as defined in Article 5, Personnel Files. A copy
       of the review initiator’s letter of recommendation shall be provided to the candidate.

12. REDACTION FOR CANDIDATE OF CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS
   a. Working with the Associate University Librarian for Administrative Services to ensure
      adherence to proper procedures, the Review Initiator shall provide to the candidate, upon
      written request, access to confidential academic review records. The records shall be
      subject to redaction as follows:
      1) For a letter of evaluation or statement from an individual evaluator, redaction shall
         consist of the removal of name, title, organizational/institutional affiliation, and
         relational information contained below the signature block of the letter of evaluation.
      2) Confidential individual letters of evaluation solicited from sources within the campus
         shall be included in the redaction as well as any outside letters.
   b. The Review Initiator shall give each letter writer an identification code and indicate the
      code on the form “Identification of Evaluators” (UCI-LIB-02). This alpha or numeric
      code must also be marked on the copied corresponding letter and must remain on the copied
      letter after it is redacted.
   c. Both the candidate’s written request and redacted copies shall be included in the review
      file.
   d. The redacted copies shall be given to the candidate within seven calendar days, excluding
      University holidays, of receipt of the request.

MOU
Article 4: Process for Merit Increase, Promotion and Career Status
C. Procedures
   11. The University shall provide to the candidate, upon written request, a redacted copy of the
       confidential documents included in the record.
Candidate’s Responsibilities: The candidate is responsible for furnishing to the executive officer the information which is requisite for completing the forms and forwarding the case, but does not determine the content and presentation of the case. The candidate will review the factual elements of the papers and acknowledge this review with a signature on the cover sheet. The executive officer has final responsibility and authority for the content and presentation of the papers.

Candidate’s Contributions (if any) to Collaborative Research (See Section V.C. of Part IV Forms). The letters in this section are to be solicited by the executive officer, not by the candidate. Unit executive officers are strongly encouraged to solicit letters from collaborators especially in multi-investigator studies.

The External Evaluation: In evaluating a candidate’s scholarship, the department should obtain a written evaluation from not fewer than 5 but no more than 8 members of the relevant profession(s) or discipline(s) who have not had a close association with the candidate.

Selection of Referees for the External Evaluation: Because the choice of outside references is critical to evaluating the candidates, the following guidelines should be observed:

Quality of Referees:

- Referees should be from strong departments at major research institutions, such as those typically found among Research I, AAU, or premier foreign institutions.

- All referees from universities must be full professors or equivalent (for example Readers at a British University) with outstanding scholarly accomplishment in the candidate’s field.

- If referees are from industry or government, they should be of a similar stature to a full professor at a major research institution, and this should be justified in the papers.

Deviations from the above guidelines are permissible if a proper evaluation of the candidates work would not otherwise be possible. For example, if a candidate’s field is so small that it will not be possible to find at least 5 referees satisfying the above criteria who have the expertise necessary to evaluate the candidate’s work, if an Associate Professor is uniquely qualified to evaluate a candidate’s work, or in situations where a faculty member is well known in the profession, it may be difficult to find leading scholars who do not have close ties with the candidate. Such deviations must be explained in detail. Simply saying “the field is too small” does not constitute a justification.

Objectivity and Conflicts of Interest:

- Referees should be chosen so that they will provide, and be seen to provide, evaluations that are as objective as possible. They should not have served as thesis advisor of the candidate, nor have collaborated with the candidate, nor have some other past or current close relationship with the candidate that would interfere with their objective assessment of the case, or give them a stake in the outcome of the case. However, as noted above, letters from collaborators which address a candidate’s contribution to a collaboration may be solicited by the unit executive officer and included in Section V.C. in the P&T papers.
- Knowledge of the candidate (e.g., having heard the candidate speak at conferences, or being familiar with the candidate’s work) does not constitute a conflict of interest, and indeed is evidence of the candidate’s visibility and impact.

- Candidates may submit a list of referees who they believe are inappropriate, along with the reasons for their proposed exclusion. Though such a list is not binding, the executive officer making the final choice should take the proposed exclusions into account. Candidates are, however, not allowed to submit to the department a list of potential referees.

In view of the need for objectivity in evaluating a candidate’s work, deviations from the guidelines on conflicts will not be permitted.

*The solicitation of referees*

It is recommended that this be done in two stages:

The first contact, which may be by e-mail, should inquire about the availability of the potential referee and willingness to serve, and must ask specifically whether the referee has been an advisor or collaborator with the candidate, or for any other reason might be seen as less than impartial. More than 8 potential referees may need to be contacted until a pool of at least 5 willing, objective, referees is assembled. **A list of all such contacts, with the responses (or lack thereof) is to be included with the papers.** Please see attached Sample A in Part III, Section 7B.

The second contact is the official letter. Please see attached Sample B in Part III, Section 7B.

*Information that should be sent to referees in the second letter:* All external referees should be sent copies of the candidate’s updated curriculum vitae and a sample of recent publications (i.e., publications since the last personnel action) and work(s) in press. Where appropriate to the discipline, URL’s for submissions to an electronic archive or online journal may be used instead of physical copies of the papers, if this is acceptable to the referee.

*Solicitation of Letters:* The solicitation of letters of evaluation should come from the executive officer or senior colleague who has been charged with preparing the documentation, never from the candidate. It should be clear that the purpose of the letter is to obtain a candid assessment of the candidate’s scholarly accomplishments and standing in the field. Letters should indicate the rank for which the candidate is being considered and whether or not the award of tenure is involved. The tone of the letter should be neutral and should not indicate the desired outcome of the process. Solicitation letters to referees should **NOT** include language to suggest that the candidate can see the letters with the name and institution removed. Referees should be strongly encouraged to provide a critical evaluation and not merely summarize the candidate’s c.v.

It is important to give adequate time for the referees to write their letters. Therefore, it is suggested that requests should be sent out as early as possible (e.g. by the end of May) in the year of consideration. All external evaluations of the nominee that were solicited by the department for the review must be included in the candidate's file even if the reviewer’s letter is a simple statement of inability/unwillingness to review. Your solicitation letter should include the following (See Sample B, Part III, for full text):

*In your letter would you please,*

- Note that you are evaluating the scholarship since the previous personnel action and not necessarily the number of calendar years. This is especially important in cases being
reviewed for promotion to Associate Professor. Our campus has a tenure rollback policy that is granted on a case-by-case basis after review.

- Discuss the candidate’s work in a critical fashion, commenting on the quality and impact of the candidate’s scholarship.
- Comment on the volume of the candidate’s scholarly activities relative to the standards in the field.
- Remark on the quality of the publishing outlets and the source of funding when such is not obvious.
- Estimate his/her standing in the field, and compare the candidate with other faculty of roughly the same cohort.

Please note that we do not ask you to make a recommendation regarding promotion itself, since that decision will be based partly on considerations such as teaching and service. Nor are we asking for a summary of the c.v. What we seek is a substantive evaluation of the scholarly component of Dr.__________’s qualifications for promotion to the rank of __________. However, if you are in a position to comment on his/her teaching or other pertinent aspects of his/her professional activities, please feel free to do so.

Letters from Collaborators/Co-Authors: As indicated above, letters from co-authors that document the contributions of the candidate to co-authored work should NOT be included among the letters of evaluation. They should instead be solicited by the Executive Officer and included in Part V.C. of the Forms.

Where you cannot adhere to the above guidelines for securing letters of recommendation, please provide a the reason and an explanation of the process used in the papers. Cases in which there is evidence of a failure to secure an objective evaluation may prejudice the case and may lead to a call for future review.

Redacted Letters of Reference: UIC does not have a policy of permitting candidates to read external letters from referees. Therefore, in the interest of uniformity and fairness, candidates will NOT be allowed to read letters of reference in any form.

Translation of Letters of Reference: In the event that a translation of letters of reference is needed, the department should identify two persons to handle the translation; one to provide the translation and one to ensure the accuracy.

E-mail: External letters of evaluation must be signed by the writer. Letters sent by e-mail are not acceptable. Original copies with a signature will need to be submitted with the candidate’s papers.

Confidentiality: The identity of the referees must not be disclosed to the candidate, nor should comments made in P&T deliberations be attributed to the faculty members who made them.

Based on the Supreme Court decision in the University of Pennsylvania case, as well as recent court decisions involving discrimination claims by faculty who have been denied promotion and/or tenure, letters soliciting external reviews should state that the University shall maintain confidentiality of the identity of reviewer, subject only to involuntary disclosure in legal proceedings.
If teaching or service is the primary basis for the recommended promotion, the statement should reflect accomplishments and future plans in teaching or service and how they relate to research.

The departmental evaluation of research accomplishments should indeed be an evaluation, not merely a description of research. The emphasis should be placed on at least two publications or creative works. Of particular concern are the quality of execution, the significance of the topics, and the impact on the field.

The departmental evaluation of future potential has value only if it is developed in realistic terms. The discussion should focus on the candidate’s strategy for developing his or her career as a scholar, and should include an assessment of the probable standing of the candidate within the subfield and larger discipline five years from the present.

Outside Evaluation of Research, Scholarship, Teaching, and Creative Activity

Letters from at least four scholars or professional specialists outside the University are required for each nominee. These letters are critical components of the dossier and play a major role in the decision-making process. The letters must be appropriate in several dimensions. They must be:

- sufficient in number,
- from appropriately selected individuals at peer institutions, (NOTE: If a unit has sought an evaluation from an individual outside of the university’s peer ranks, an explanation must be provided. Letters from individuals not affiliated with a university but who are otherwise knowledgeable about standards and indicators of excellence that are meaningful in an academic environment at our level of achievement should be in addition to the four letters from evaluators at academic institutions.)
- from individuals of appropriate (usually senior) rank,
- from objective evaluators without conflicts of interest. For example, letters for tenure should not be solicited from the individual’s thesis advisor or current or past collaborators.
- Date-stamped upon receipt.

Each evaluator should receive the candidate’s dossier exclusive of evaluative materials and a representative sample of the candidate’s scholarly or creative work. A single manuscript or creative work will rarely suffice as a representative sample.

Number of Letters. It is rare that more than six letters need be solicited. All letters received must be included in the promotion papers. Likewise, a list of all those evaluators solicited must be included. While it is appropriate for candidates to suggest persons...
familiar with their work, the departments must also seek letters from referees other than those suggested by the candidates. Additional comments on this point are found below.

**Department and Candidate Participation in Selection of Evaluators**

Each candidate must be provided an opportunity to nominate external evaluators. The candidate’s list of suggested external evaluators must include enough names to guarantee some degree of privacy to the evaluators. That is, the names must not be so few, nor the list so structured, that the candidate can, in effect, direct the inquiry toward particular individuals. **A majority of the external evaluations must come from the department’s, rather than the candidate’s, nominations.** These provisions suggest, in combination, that the unit request four to eight names from the candidate, that it solicit opinions from no more than two or three of the candidate’s choices, and **that it obtain a slightly larger number of opinions from others.**

The candidate has no privilege of vetoing external reviewers, but may indicate individuals whom he or she considers inappropriately biased. The candidate cannot reasonably request avoidance of more than one or two individuals. It is the unit’s responsibility to consider each such request seriously, but the unit is not bound to honor the request. If the questioned evaluator’s opinion is deemed particularly relevant to the case, the unit may solicit an opinion.

**Appropriate selection of evaluators.** Be selective in choosing evaluators. Evaluators must be appropriate in several dimensions; they must be from appropriate institutions, in a position to comment upon the case from a perspective that will be informative to reviewing committees, and must be of appropriate rank.

Letters should be solicited only from outside evaluators who are in a position to comment in a discriminating and objective way on the nominee’s current research or other professional work and should be from peer institutions which are used for other comparisons such as salaries. If the reviewers are not from peer institutions, please explain in the biographical sketch why the evaluator was chosen. In the campus committee, this matter is taken seriously. There are very good reasons for choosing evaluators from peer (or better) institutions, the principal ones being that such persons are more likely than others to share our standards for promotion and tenure and to understand the environment for scholarship.

The use of evaluators from industry or commerce, government agencies, or national laboratories should be limited for similar reasons. If such a person is used, his or her letter should not be part of the minimal group of four, but rather, **in addition to** the letters from evaluators in academe, and a clear statement should be made in the statement of the evaluator’s qualifications about his or her knowledge of academic institutions, and why this individual was chosen.
Finally, it is expected that evaluators will normally be of a senior rank (full professor or equivalent) and never of a rank lower than the proposed rank of the candidate.

Objectivity of Evaluators. Letters from close colleagues/collaborators, former professors, and mentors will very likely be discounted by the Campus Committee on Promotion and Tenure. Letters from such individuals are discouraged, essentially on grounds of conflict of interest. If a department uses such an individual, the reasons for the extraordinary choice must be explained in the papers. In considering the use of “colleagues or collaborators” of the candidates, the guiding principle is to avoid recourse if the reviewer stands to benefit from the success of the reviewee. In general, one could expect that this would be true if the two shared a common grant, or were close collaborators on a number of common projects, for example. This phrase is not meant to exclude colleagues who have knowledge of the reviewee from ordinary professional contact in a community of scholars.

It is not appropriate to argue that a person cannot be evaluated except by a very small community, all of whom have a demonstrable conflict of interest of the kind described here. Scholarship of the quality that is to be recognized by promotion and tenure on this campus is expected to have substantial impact; that is, it must affect a community substantially larger than this sort of argument can admit.

Procedure for Soliciting Letters. Usually letters requesting an evaluation of the candidate’s record are solicited by mail. This section describes language that must be used in the letters soliciting the evaluation. Some departments choose to make prior telephone contact with potential reviewers to ascertain the referee’s willingness to provide a review of a candidate. When this type of contact is made, it is essential that neutrality about the candidate be maintained in the telephone conversation in the manner required in the written request to provide a review. If the reviewer agrees, the letter of confirmation should include the required language outlined below. In cases where the contacted party declines to serve as a reviewer, the name of the individual contacted must be included with the list of referees (section VI. B) and the reason for declining the request should be provided.

A copy of the letter or letters of solicitation must be in the recommendation package. (If the same letter was sent to several different individuals, only one of the letters of solicitation need be submitted.) It is extremely important that these letters reflect the exacting standards for promotion and tenure at our institution.

Required Elements

Neutrality. Letters to outside referees must not include passages such as “We have decided to recommend the promotion of . . .” or “Will you please help us to make a case for . . .” or “We are very pleased with X; she is an excellent . . .” Such phrases are likely to bias the response of the outside referee, for they present the evaluator with the
appearance of a fait accompli. These letters should be written in a neutral fashion: “We are considering recommending Assistant Professor X for promotion,” or “Your comments are requested and will be used to help us decide . . .” The letters soliciting outside evaluation should request, if possible, an in-depth analysis of the candidate’s performance and national stature rather than an overall impression. Thus letters of solicitation should include a phrase akin to the following:

Please provide us with your analysis of the significance of Professor _____’s work within the canon. It would also be most useful for us if you could provide some comparisons of Professor _____ with her (his) peers.

**Rank.** Letters to referees should indicate the rank to which the candidate is being considered for promotion. If the promotion considered is to associate professor, the letter should state that the considered action involves promotion with indefinite tenure. In the case of a “Q” appointee for whom one is soliciting a letter about the granting of tenure without promotion, it is important to specify that the candidate is being considered for “indefinite tenure without change in rank.”

**Additional Authorities.** The letter to each external evaluator must include the following required language concerning additional authorities:

The Provost of our campus requests that you provide, in addition to your own comments about this case, the names of two or three other authorities who might be consulted about it.

**Confidentiality.** The letter must also include a statement that the confidentiality of the referee’s remarks will be protected to the extent possible within the law. The following language is required:

The policy of the University of Illinois is to hold in confidence all letters of evaluation from persons outside the institution. Only the committees and administrative officers directly responsible for the decision of concern here will have access to your letter. It will not be provided to the person on whom you comment unless we are compelled by law to do so.

**Procedure for Providing Information on Evaluators.** The qualifications, including academic ranks or titles and current affiliation, of all outside evaluators must be provided in the promotion papers. The evaluators should be well known in the field; it is generally not appropriate to ask the evaluator to provide a curriculum vitae along with his or her letter of response. If the basis for evaluation is not indicated in the letter of evaluation, please identify why the evaluator is writing the letter (i.e., in what way does the evaluator know the nominee and his or her work) and report any direct relationship (e.g., post-doctoral supervisor, co-investigator, or co-author) between the evaluator and the candidate. To avoid non-response, departments may wish to request letters of evaluation as early as
the preceding spring. Negative comments in letters should be addressed (not just dismissed as unfair) by the department head since they are sure to attract attention in the course of the review process. In order to distinguish those referees suggested by the candidate from those chosen by the department, please type after the referee’s name in the biographical sketch either (chosen by the candidate) or (chosen by the department). If an outside evaluator does not respond, briefly indicate the reason, if known.

Other Notes

“Early” Promotion of an Assistant Professor

An assistant professor may be considered for promotion and tenure in any year before the sixth year of the probationary period. Although promotion before the sixth year may be warranted in some cases, early promotion should not be the norm; it requires evidence of truly outstanding accomplishments and unusual potential. The executive officer’s comments should include an explanation of why early promotion is in the interest of the University. The term “early” here is meant only to designate a review that occurs before it is actually mandated by the University’s regulations; it does not imply a reluctance by the campus to consider such a case.

The early consideration of assistant professors for promotion and tenure presents some hazards and must be handled delicately. Failure to promote exceptional people could seriously affect our ability to recruit and to retain first-rate faculty members. There may be a significant institutional benefit in terms of loyalty and job satisfaction when clearly outstanding young staff are encouraged and rewarded before they have received an offer to go elsewhere. On the other hand, college and campus committees will demand evidence that an early promotion recommendation is compelling. Denial of early promotion can lead to disappointment and disaffection on the part of the faculty member. Thus, premature recommendations, even of strong candidates, may have exactly the opposite effect from that desired. Departments should therefore proceed carefully and thoughtfully in considering such cases and should avoid arousing expectations that may not be satisfied.

Promotions of Nontenure-track Faculty

Individuals with faculty rank but not on the tenure track, including those on clinical, adjunct, research, or zero percent-time faculty appointments, may be nominated for promotion in two different ways. One is to follow the process for tenure-track faculty, as outlined elsewhere in this Communication. This approach is best suited to candidates whose responsibilities closely parallel the activities of tenure-track faculty members. The other avenue is an administrative review process not requiring consultation with the Campus Committee on Promotion and Tenure. This second process is briefly described in this section.

The general principles of excellence in scholarship, reflective evaluation, and two-level review should apply to all cases of proposed promotion. Each college in which such
VI. External Evaluations
A. Sample Letter(s) to External Evaluators
B. Qualifications of the External Evaluators
C. Letters from External Evaluators

VII. Special Comments by the Executive Officer

Appendix 2 Internal and External referees
Internal referees:
- Dean of College served
- Head of Department served
- Chair or member of Library Committee
- Users of the library
- Faculty served
- * Librarians from non-peer institutions
- * Librarians from other divisions

External referees:
- Colleagues (librarians) at peer institutions
- Chair of committee in ALA, SLA, MLA, or other professional organization on which candidate has served
- Other professional organization officers, etc.
- NOT APPROPRIATE: co-authors or individuals with whom the candidate formerly worked

Lists of external referees should be accompanied by a short statement why this individual is qualified to serve. Curriculum vitae or lists of publications may accompany these lists.
* For units without a defined constituency

Appendix 3 Possible areas of review to discuss with referees
Peer Review Committees gather information relating to librarianship with individuals within the Library and UIUC non-library faculty.
Areas of evaluation: Solicit Evaluative Comments from:

1. Reference service and user education: Library users; unit head or division (Including reference, computer-based services, coordinator; departmental faculty and instruction, excluding formal courses)
2. Selection and Preservation: (Selection of books, journals, and other materials: Library users, unit head or division members; Preservation: collection coordinator, departmental faculty, departmental library committee chair; collection development chair
3. Management and budgetary activities: Unit head or division coordinator; executive officer(s) of academic department(s) or college; departmental library committee chair
4. Intellectual/ Bibliographic control: Unit head or division coordinator; individuals with cataloging responsibilities
5. Systems activities: Unit head or division coordinator, systems librarian, building network administrator
6. Special projects and/or other assignments: Unit head or division coordinator, other appropriate individuals
7. Library/University service: Unit head or division coordinator, committee chair or members

Appendix 4 Guidelines for Interviewing Internal Referees
During these scheduled interviews, the Peer Review Committee is expected to:

1. state that the purpose of the interview is to assess candidate's progress towards research, service and librarianship during the probationary period. THIS IS NOT TENURE REVIEW.
2. review procedures and discuss the significance of formal evaluation
3. state that this conversation is confidential
4. identify that this will be an oral evaluation only, but extensive, adequate typed notes will be retained for files
5. review the goals and objectives of the candidates job incorporating the following factors:
   - professional competency and creativity
   - overall relationship with library personnel and clientele and/or liaison department faculty and students
   - commitment to the library profession
   - communication skills
strengths and weaknesses

6. assess referee's willingness to be placed on a list of referees to be contacted at promotion time.

(If significant reservations are expressed about any area of job performance, Peer Review Committee members should strongly urge that the appropriate library administrator address these issues with the candidate explicitly, providing specific suggestions as to how performance might be improved.)

Appendix 5

NOTE: This letter is to be issued by the University Librarian’s Office, not by members of PRC.

An email message to external evaluators asking whether they would be willing to serve as external evaluators should be sent by members of the PRC. This will be followed by an official letter from the University Librarian’s Office to those willing to serve as external reviewers.

Sample request to external referees regarding candidate's research and scholarship in 3Y and beyond

Dear Prof. Appletree:

I am on the Peer Review Committee (a review committee) for Professor Albert Einstein that will be undertaking a formal review of his progress in the third year of his probationary period. The procedures at the University of Illinois require formal external evaluations of tenure-track faculty at intermediate points in their career. This evaluation is being conducted to inform the candidate and the University of strengths and weaknesses that may have an impact on the future tenure decision.

I am asking you to assist us by evaluating Professor Einstein’s record in scholarship and contributions to the profession by evidence of valuable leadership and service. I am enclosing Professor Einstein’s vita, as well as a recent offprint(s) for your convenience. It would be most helpful if you would refer to specific items in your assessment.

The Peer Review Committee would be grateful for your prompt response to this request which should be addressed to me. Our deadline for receipt of your evaluation (by fax, by e-mail, or letter) is --------- Since we realize that your thoughtful review and evaluation of our colleague will require careful consideration, if you are UNABLE to do so at this time, would you please advise me at your earliest convenience.

The policy of the University of Illinois is to hold in confidence all letters of evaluation. Only the committees and administrative officers directly responsible for the tenure process will have access to your comments. It will not be provided to the candidate unless we are required specifically and legally to do so.

Sincerely,

Appendix 6

Possible questions for use by Peer Review Committee when interviewing internal referees:

Reference and Information Service

1. When at work, is the librarian available to assist users?
2. Is the librarian approachable to users?
3. How would you rate your level of satisfaction in finding the information you need through this person?
4. Does the librarian show initiative in offering professional help?
5. In your opinion, what is the librarian’s level of knowledge in respect to various information sources relating to your field of expertise?
6. Does the librarian show innovative approaches to the provision of service?
7. Have you attended any instructional sessions conducted by this librarian? If yes, how would you rate the value of the same?
8. Generally speaking, how would you rate the librarian's communication skills?
9. What is your overall opinion as the librarian's professional competency in the area of reference service?

Collection Development

1. In your opinion, does the librarian keep abreast of research and current developments in your field of expertise?
2. Are you satisfied that the librarian is doing everything possible to identify and acquire materials published in your field of expertise?
3. Does the librarian respond to faculty/user suggestions regarding materials for acquisition?
4. In the event of the library not being able to acquire requested material, are you satisfied with the librarian's explanation or suggestion for an alternative means of acquiring the same material?
5. In your opinion, is the librarian helpful to users in regard to specific inquiries (such as following up on book orders already placed, making inquiries concerning items in binding, etc.)?
6. Does the library acquire recently published materials in your area of expertise in a timely manner?
7. Allowing for the fact that library budgets and collection development policies do not usually permit comprehensive acquisition in any single area, do you consider that the librarian is making appropriate choices of items to purchase out of the entire range of material published in your field of expertise?
8. What is your overall impression of the librarian's performance in respect to building the collection generally?
Management and Administration

1. In your opinion, does the librarian strive to meet the research and teaching needs of the departmental clientele served?
2. Is the general atmosphere of the library "user friendly?"
3. How often do you use the library?
4. Is the librarian open to dialogue? Does the librarian effectively communicate the library's policies and services to users?
5. What, in your opinion, are the positive aspects of the librarian's performance?
6. Do you perceive any problem areas in the way in which the librarian performs assigned duties? If so, please describe:
7. Does the librarian handle the budget effectively?
8. Does the librarian display effective skills in time management and delegation of responsibilities?
9. Does the librarian encourage the professional development of colleagues and staff?

Bibliographic Control

What are your observations and perceptions as to the librarian's job performance in respect to:

1. Accuracy
2. Productivity
3. Knowledge of cataloging theory and practice
4. Keeping abreast of changes in rules and conventions
5. Development and utilization, as appropriate, of non-traditional approaches.

Appendix 7 Archival Files

Archival files should be maintained by members of the Peer Review Committee for the probationary period only and should contain:

- all documents the candidate submits to the Peer Review Committee, including "Outline for Promotion Dossier"
- all previous Peer Review Committee reports
- other notes, names of internal and external references, and any other information gathered by the Peer Review Committee

Upon completion of the probationary term or termination of employment at the university, these files will be transferred to the University Librarian's office.

Appendix 8

Instructions to candidates responding to the Peer Review Committee Report

1. If you are concerned with written comments made by your Peer Review Committee in your annual evaluation, please contact the members of your Peer Review Committee to arrange a meeting to clarify any misunderstandings or misconceptions. Conversely, if you are pleased with your report, this is an appropriate vehicle for so stating.
2. After meeting with your Peer Review Committee, if you feel that your accomplishments in the area/s of Librarianship, Service and/or Research and Publication, have not been represented accurately, please respond to your Peer Review Committee with a written clarification. Your response should take into account any extenuating circumstances not recognized in the Peer Review Committee report such as administrative hardships in your unit and personality conflicts within the unit, etc.

Appendix 9

Special Problems

If the Peer Review Committee has concerns that there is a serious impediment to achieving tenure which is deemed to be beyond the control of the candidate (whether it be for administrative reasons, personnel issues, etc.), the Committee may contact the Chair of FRC (in written form). The Chair of FRC may convene the Committee to determine the appropriate course of action.

The untenured faculty member may contact the Chair of FRC to alert the Committee of a potential obstacle to achieving tenure. FRC will seek consultation, if appropriate with the University Librarian or his/her designated representative.
B. Evaluation of Research, Scholarship, Creative or Artistic Performance

Guidelines for External Evaluations

The purpose of external peer evaluations is to provide an independent, unbiased evaluation of the candidate’s scholarly attainment in the discipline. Comments and reviews by outside scholars and professionals in the same discipline or performance area shall be provided as part of the material forwarded to UCPT. All files are expected to contain 6 external evaluations. In exceptional cases, the number may be less than 6, but never fewer than 4 evaluations. The department must provide a justification for files with less than 6 evaluations.

NOTE: The solicitation process for external evaluations should begin in sufficient time to confirm and receive six evaluations providing thorough appraisals of the candidate’s work. All evaluations solicited and received are required to be included in the file.

Identification of Reviewers

The school or department is responsible for making every effort to obtain qualified evaluators who can provide fair and objective assessments of the candidate's work.

Qualifications of Evaluators: It is expected that outside evaluators will hold a rank at a level at least equal to the rank to which the candidate is seeking promotion at an institution comparable to KU or have comparable professional standing in a non-academic setting. Evaluators should possess credentials that will document their expertise in evaluating the candidate’s work within the context of the discipline or profession.

Objectivity: One criterion in determining the degree of objectivity of external evaluators is the nature of the relationships with the candidate. Therefore, external evaluators must not include individuals who have a close academic or personal connection with the candidate (for example, dissertation advisors, former professors, graduate school colleagues, co-authors, KU faculty, personal friends, one's own former students, etc.). In rare cases, the candidate’s specialized research or very narrow, specialized field of expertise requires drawing from individuals with close professional connections. In these instances, the unit is responsible for explaining and justifying an exception to this requirement. This justification should be transmitted to the UCPT.

While the University does not have a standardized university-wide selection procedure, all department/School processes must meet the following guidelines:

• The department is responsible for using its judgment in the final selection of external evaluators. Candidates must not themselves solicit recommendations, nor must they provide recommendations or evaluations for themselves.

• The candidate should be asked to provide up to 4 names of potential external evaluators; and may identify up to 2 individuals who they prefer to not be reviewers.

• The criteria and process for selection of external evaluators must be communicated to the candidate.
> Confidentiality of External Reviews

Policies governing the confidentiality of external evaluations are established by the schools and the College. The decision concerning confidentiality will not be delegated below the College or School administrative level. UCPT should be apprised of the School and College policy at the annual meeting with the Academic Deans. All letters to external evaluators must disclose the College or School policy.

> Required Statements

Confidential

"As a part of the promotion and/or tenure review process, we are soliciting assessments of Professor_______’s research contributions from academic colleagues and distinguished professionals. These letters will become part of the candidate’s promotion and tenure dossier and are treated as confidential by the University to the extent we are permitted to do so by law."

Not confidential

"As a part of the promotion and/or tenure review process, we are soliciting assessments of Professor_______’s research contributions from academic colleagues and distinguished professionals. These letters will become part of the candidate’s promotion and tenure dossier."

> Evaluation Focus

Evaluators should be sent an appropriately representative body of the candidate’s work to review. The candidate should have input into the selection of work to be sent. Evaluators should be requested to review and evaluate the quality of the candidate's work, including published materials and any work submitted for publication or completed and ready for submission.

All letters to external evaluators must contain the following: School/College confidentiality statement, a request for a short form of the individual’s CV, and identification of the following evaluation areas which must be addressed by the evaluator at a minimum:

1) Length and capacity of his/her association with the candidate;
2) The quality of the candidate’s work;
3) The significance of the candidate’s work to the discipline/profession
4) The pattern of productivity reflected in the candidate’s record compared to discipline characteristics
5) The level of state, regional, national and/or international stature of the candidate as a result of this work;
6) Any special distinction achieved by the candidate

1. External Evaluation of Research, Scholarship, Creative or Artistic Performance

(Page 20)

> Accompanying Documentation

The following materials must be enclosed with this section of the form:

- One copy of the letter requesting evaluations from outside scholars or professionals;
- Copies of all responses to requests (including declines and explanations of non-responses); original or faxed letters on official letterhead and signed are required for all external evaluations. Electronic Submission of External Letters: Any e-mail letter included in the file instead of the required signed hard copy must be accompanied by a departmental e-
mail requesting submission of a hard copy with signature.

- List of materials sent to each evaluator;
- A brief biographical statement establishing the scholarly reputation of each external evaluator and identification of the relationship of the evaluator to the candidate; and
- Evaluators' vita (short form)

The biographical statement and accompanying vita should indicate to UCPT the individual’s status/statute in the discipline or profession, why this individual has the credentials to assess the candidate's research, scholarship, or creative activity, why they were selected as reviewers, and if they have a personal or academic connection with the candidate.

Evaluator Selection Process

1.a. A statement of the school or department's procedure for identifying and selecting evaluators must be provided. The procedures for replacing reviewers who withdraw after agreeing to participate and for transmitting the criteria and selection procedure to the candidate are also to be addressed in this section.

Justification for < 6 letters

1.b. If less than six evaluation letters are included in the file, a justification must be provided in this section.

(Page 21)

1.c. List in chronological order all individuals contacted to be external reviewers. Indicate their position/title, the date the request was made, whether they agreed to provide an evaluation, and the date the evaluation was received. Indicate with an asterisk (*) evaluators recommended by the candidate.

Location of Materials in Dossier

- Required Evaluations

All letters solicited and received from external reviewers identified in 1.b. must be placed in the separate file folder (Folder D) labeled “Record and Evaluation of Research/Creative Activity.” Copies of all letters requesting the evaluations are to be placed in this folder. While six evaluations are expected, in no case should fewer than four letters be submitted in the file.

The vita and brief biographical statement for each reviewer should precede the response of each evaluator.

ONLY evaluations requested by the unit for the purpose designated in this section of the form should be included in Folder D of the dossier.

NOTE: These evaluations remain a part of the permanent promotion and tenure dossier.

- Other Support Letters

All other letters of evaluation or support and other relevant data, etc., should be clearly labeled as such and placed in folders (Folders G, . . .). Folders containing solicited letters should be clearly labeled and a copy of the solicitation letter, which must include the School/College confidentiality policy, should be placed in the folder. A clear distinction should be made between the content of this solicitation letter and the external reviewer letter in Folder D of the dossier.
2. Evaluation of Research, Scholarship, Creative and Artistic Performance

Qualitative Evaluation *

Evaluate each item (since the last promotion) on in Sections IV.A.3 (a) and (b), pages 13-15 according to the procedures described on page 12. Use the following rating scale:

E = Exceptional; VG=Very Good; G = Good; M = Marginal; P = Poor

(Page 21)

In this section of the form, separate comments may be provided regarding significant presentations, consulting activities, and external and internal funding awards.
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3. Expectations in Field and Overall Quality

Field Expectations *

The research/scholarship/creative work of the candidate and its quality is evaluated in relation to school or departmental expectations. The evaluation should include any statements that will assist the UCPT in its evaluation of the contribution of the candidate to the particular field of study or discipline.

Special information deemed necessary to establish the quality of the candidate's research, scholarship, creative or artistic performance may be provided through outside letters or statements. Such statements may include such matters as standards of the discipline, level of involvement of the candidate in a project, the expectations for and role of collaborative research, descriptions of specialized evaluation strategies, such as special peer review panels of specific work. Letters or statements solicited in support of the evaluation process must be labeled as such and placed in Folder G.

4. Overall Research, Scholarship, Creative, or Artistic Performance

Overall Rating of Research, Scholarship, Creative, or Artistic Performance *

Mark the appropriate category reflecting an overall rating of the research, scholarship or creative artistic performance of the candidate. The full range of the scale should be considered when judging the candidate’s performance.

E = Exceptional; VG=Very Good; G = Good; M = Marginal; P = Poor

The final judgment should reflect the evaluations included in this section and the accompanying documentation. This rating should reflect a critical assessment of the content, significance, quality and quantity of the candidate’s research, scholarly or creative activity and the extent to which the work has earned the candidate regional or national recognition, as appropriate. Provide comments describing the basis for this rating.

If there is a vote on individual ratings, please show the distribution of votes for each rating.

Provide the rationale for the rating under comments.

For recommendations for promotion to full professor, national and/or international stature of the candidate should be indicated, where applicable, and the basis for this assessment should be included.
Appendix III: External Review Procedures

Promotions from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor and from Associate Professor to Professor require external review of research and creative activity. Expert, objective, external reviewers will be asked to evaluate the quality and impact of the contribution of the research and creativity of the candidate for promotion.

The reviewers shall:
- have a rank or position at the same level or higher in a professional position relevant to the candidate’s position.
- be neutral and may not be more than casual acquaintances of the candidate. Reviewers may have served on professional association committees with the candidate, but they must not have been professional collaborators (e.g., co-worker or co-author on an article or grant).

Three external reviewers will be selected using the following procedure:
- The candidate will submit to the University Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee names of up to five external colleagues considered qualified to act as reviewers of submitted material.
- If the candidate submits less than five names, the Personnel Officer will submit however many names necessary to bring the pool to five potential reviewers. The reviewers submitted by the Personnel Officer will be selected on the basis of similarity to the candidate’s job position, rank, sought, and institution. The reviewers will be solicited from the faculty of benchmark institutions (as designated by the University of Louisville Office of Planning and Budget) or from the faculty of comparable institutions.
- The University Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee will select three reviewers.
- The candidate shall have the opportunity to review the list and eliminate anyone for cause, including any with whom they have a personal relationship. The candidate must certify in writing that the reviewers meet the criteria of neutrality stated above.
- The Committee Chair will invite the three to serve as reviewers.

Reviewers who have agreed to serve will receive the following materials from the University Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee:
- a copy of the candidate’s resume,
- a copy of the Minimum Guidelines’ section on External Evaluation,
- and the material to be reviewed.

The candidate must approve the contents of the review package and may include appropriate material, including but not limited to:
- scholarly publications
- reviews
- notes/slides from presentations
- grant proposals
- reports (professional committee, projects)
- computer programs (with appropriate text).

External reviewers will not be asked for a recommendation for promotion, nor will their recommendations be considered if given. Their opinions of the material will be given due consideration in the University Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee’s promotion procedure. The University Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee will provide a written analysis of the validity and significance of the reviews received.

The candidate will be notified when all external reviews have been received. The candidate will have five working days in which to request to see the reviews and another five working days in which to submit a written response to the University Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee. This response will be included in the materials to be reviewed by the University Libraries Faculty Personnel Committee for consideration during the promotion procedure.

Document as approved by ULF on December 7, 2004
University of Louisville Minimum Guidelines
Excerpt on External Evaluations

External evaluation is required for research and creative activity in tenure and promotion review. These evaluations shall be conducted under standards and procedures specified in the unit document under these minimum guidelines:

a. Each unit document must specify the process by which external evaluators shall be solicited. This process shall be designed to certify the professional expertise and objectivity of the evaluators, whose comments regarding the quality of the work under review shall be solicited along with justification of those comments.

b. The person being reviewed shall have the opportunity to respond in writing to extramural evaluations. This response must be included in the review materials prior to consideration of the evaluation by any reviewing person or body. Each unit shall establish appropriate procedures for the accomplishment of these ends.

c. The opinions of extramural evaluators shall be given due weight, but external evaluators' recommendations as to the award of tenure or promotion shall not be solicited nor considered if offered. The unit personnel committee shall provide a written analysis of the validity and significance of the evaluations received.
ATTACHMENT B

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES,
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN
Preparing an External Review Portfolio
February 2005

A candidate’s external review portfolio for promotion and/or continuous appointment is sent to the external reviewers. This portfolio is designed to provide the reviewers with information adequate for them to evaluate the candidate’s work. Reviewers are asked to provide their expert advice on the nature and extent of the candidate’s contributions and on the quality, significance, impact, and potential of his/her work. The portfolio as a whole does not become part of the promotion and/or continuous appointment documentation, though copies of some of the documents will be included in the documentation.

The University Libraries external portfolio consists of the following documents and items:

1. A letter from the Dean of Libraries or designee to the external reviewer explaining the expectations of the reviewers and providing information on the format of the review and the date by which the letters are to be sent to the Libraries.
2. A copy of the waiver form.
3. The candidate’s nomination statement for promotion or continuous appointment.
   This statement briefly outlines the reasons for the nomination.
4. The candidate’s statement identifying the candidate’s work that in the candidate’s judgment is most significant, and points out what its impact has been or will be.
   It is suggested that this statement speak specifically to each of the three criteria in the order outlined in the University Libraries Promotion and Continuous Appointment Criteria. These criteria are 1) Performance in assigned areas of responsibility, 2) Scholarly/creative activities, and 3) Service/Outreach to the University Libraries, the University, the profession, and the public.
5. Current Curriculum Vitae. This is prepared by the candidate and is a copy of the vitae that will go into the candidate's promotion and continuous appointment folders.
6. Relevant position descriptions(s).
   If the candidate’s areas of responsibility have changed considerably during the period being reviewed, a position description for each major change should be included with the date.
7. Copies of selected refereed and other significant publications.
8. Other selected significant documentation.
The University states that an administrative unit’s criteria for continuous appointment and promotion are not to be included in the external review portfolio.

The external reviewer is not asked whether the candidate should or should not receive tenure. This is a decision for the library faculty and the review process. The decision must reflect the particular institutional circumstances of the University of Nebraska.

Nothing can be added to the external review portfolio without the knowledge of the candidate. The candidate has a right to review, object to, and respond in writing to any added materials with the response becoming a part of the file.
Waiver of Right to See Information

I am aware of Part II of the UNL Policy on Rights of Access and Materials Used in Personnel Evaluation. I am aware that I may waive my rights guaranteed by the Bylaws, but that the waiver may not be assumed, implied or required.

Signature _________________________
Date _____________________________

I waive my right of access to information regarding the recommendations about my Continuous Appointment and Promotion File as follows (check and initial):

__________ I do not waive any of my rights of access to evaluate information solicited from outside reviewers, and have the right to inspect the reviews and submit a written response.

__________ I waive the right to know the identity of the outside reviewers, but reserve the right to examine the written comments they have submitted, and have the right to submit a written response.

__________ I waive the right to inspect all written comments solicited from outside peer reviewers and to know the identity of the outside reviewers.

When outside reviews are solicited, the exact nature of the waiver of rights checked above will be communicated to the reviewer and to any individuals or committee making promotion and/or continuous appointment recommendations.

Signature _________________________
Date _____________________________

COARTwaiver
04-19-00--JBF
CONTENTS AND EVALUATION OF EACH TENURE/PROMOTION PACKET

To ensure that the best possible case is made for each candidate and that the evaluation of all candidates is conducted on an equitable basis across the University, each tenure/promotion packet should contain the materials specified below. Based on the data and information listed below, the academic unit is asked to evaluate the candidate’s performance in teaching, research or creative activities, and service; to document that evaluation; and to indicate how the candidate’s expertise is expected to contribute to the short- and long-range educational goals of the academic unit, college, and the University.

The forms attached to this memorandum should be completed for each candidate and should appear in the order indicated on the “Dossier Checklist.” The Campus Tenure Committee recommends labeled index tabs to clearly identify each section within a dossier. (Available to be downloaded at http://www.ou.edu/provost/pronew/content/tenandpromomenu.html. Please follow the sequence and numbering on the dossier checklist. Brevity is encouraged. A 2-3 page summary of research is, in most cases, preferable to including copies of actual research publications in the dossier. Nevertheless, the candidate has the right to include anything in the dossier that he/she wishes. If included, copies of research publications should be in an appendix at the end of the dossier so as not to obscure other required components of the dossier.

Part I: Procedures and Evaluation

1. The cover sheet for each packet is the completed “Summary of Recommendation Concerning Tenure/Promotion.” It provides a useful summary of data concerning the candidate, information about the academic unit, and the vote of the eligible faculty. While the unit is asked to complete this form, the Dean is expected to verify the completeness and accuracy of the data.

Also note the following:

A. The definitions of a vote coded to grant or deny are self-evident. A vote coded as abstain means that an eligible faculty member reviewed the dossier, participated in the eligible faculty discussion and elected to cast a vote of abstain; i.e., they do not want to make either a positive or negative recommendation. However, it is difficult for others who review the dossier to consider a vote to abstain as a completely neutral vote; some individuals interpret it as mildly negative.

A vote coded unavailable means that an eligible faculty member did not review the dossier nor participate in the eligible faculty discussion and voting process. This happens most typically when a faculty member is on sabbatical and out of the country. A vote coded ineligible means that an otherwise eligible faculty member is recusing themselves from casting a vote. This most typically occurs when the candidate is a spouse of the eligible faculty member.

The eligible faculty vote, in order to be considered positive, should have a majority of the votes coded grant as compared to the total number of votes coded grant, deny, and abstain. Ineligible and unavailable votes should not be used in computing the percentage.

B. A recommendation to Promote requires a majority decision of all those voting, including those abstaining. Votes may only be to Promote, Not Promote,
Abstain, Unavailable, or Ineligible. AT LEAST FULL PROFESSORS VOTE. Chair/Directors should append a copy of the unit’s policy on promotion votes and a list of faculty eligible to vote.

C. For faculty seeking Tenure/Promotion who are budgeted in two or more units, the full numerical results of the votes by the academic units shall be reported and fully considered. However, in characterizing the overall vote at the unit level as positive or negative, the Provost and Campus Tenure Committee will weigh the overall positive or negative result of each unit by the percent of the candidate’s salary contributed by that unit during the current year. Thus, for a candidate whose salary is evenly split between two units and who receives a positive vote in one unit and a negative vote in the other, the vote will be characterized as evenly split regardless of the absolute numbers of faculty voting positively or negatively.

2. The Summary of Recommendation pages should be followed by a description of the procedures the unit used for the tenure/promotion process. A sample of such a procedure statement follows:

SAMPLE

Procedural Details of Faculty Vote on Tenure and Promotion

The tenure dossier of Professor XX was compiled and made available for inspection to the (number) tenured faculty in the Department of Art & Automation on October 14, 20__. (Note here if any tenured faculty were ineligible to vote due to the nepotism policy or for other reasons). The tenured faculty met to discuss Professor XX’s qualifications on October 28, 20__*. At the conclusion of this meeting ballots were distributed with instructions that they be completed and returned by no later than 5:00 p.m. on October 28, 20___. Completed ballots were deposited in a ballot box and the voting faculty member’s name was checked off on a list of the department’s tenured faculty. Professor YY submitted an absentee ballot; we were not able to obtain a vote from Professor ZZ, who is on sabbatical. The Chair and Committee A met on October __, 20__ to tally the tenure and promotion votes for Professor XX. At this same meeting, Committee A conducted its vote by a show of hands, and subsequently the Chair advised Committee A of their vote.

*Note the two-week period for inspection of the dossier as specified in the Faculty Handbook. Exceptions to this procedure should be noted, and approval for such exceptions should be obtained from the unit’s tenured faculty, college dean, and University Senior Vice President and Provost, as appropriate.

3. The Unit Tenure Guidelines should follow.

4. For tenure candidates, the next page of the packet is the “Recommendation of Committee A” (including minority reports, if any) with critical assessments of the quality, quantity, and significance in Teaching and Advising, Research and Creative Activity, and Service. Provide an analysis of how the candidate meets or does not meet the unit tenure guidelines, and discussions in the light of tenure cases in the recent past.
For promotion candidates, the next page of the packet is the “Recommendation of Committee A” (with the individual vote of each member recorded) as required by Regents’ policy, which provides that each member record an independent opinion, by name, without obligation to represent majority departmental opinion. Individual members may submit separate reports, that is, each member must record his/her own vote by name, and also has the option of submitting a separate report articulating the reasons for their decision.

5. The next page of the packet is the “Recommendation of the Chair/Director” (with supporting reasons).

It is essential that all these recommendations specify how the candidate fulfills the unit’s and University’s criteria for tenure and/or promotion in the areas of Teaching and Advising, Research and Creative Activity, and Service. If the candidate to be considered has been hired with special stipulations or exceptions with regard to the unit’s criteria for tenure and/or promotion, such conditions should be explicitly stated in the packet.

6. The “Recommendation of the College Dean” should follow the same format as the Recommendation of Committee A and the Chair/Director.

7. The next page of the packet should be the “Description of External Evaluators.” At least three confidential letters of evaluation are required for inclusion in both tenure and promotion packets from off-campus scholars or distinguished professionals in the field who have access to the records or creative work of the candidate. The purpose of external peer evaluations is to provide an independent, unbiased evaluation of the candidate’s scholarly attainment. Someone other than the candidate (usually the Chair and/or Committee A and/or other relevant departmental committee) does the authoritative selection of evaluators and corresponds with evaluators. The Chair/Committee A, or the candidate, may suggest, submit for consideration, or propose potential evaluators. Units should allow, indeed encourage, the candidate to suggest some names. Some appropriate balance should be sought in selection between names suggested by the candidate and suggested by others. However, at least three of the external evaluators chosen by the unit should have no close academic or personal connections with the candidate: Ph.D. advisers and committee members, coauthors, and close personal friends should not be asked to evaluate the candidate. In rare cases, such as when a candidate has a very narrow and specialized field of expertise, one or two evaluators with a close professional connection may be included. It is the responsibility of the unit to explain and justify such exceptions to the general requirement.

The academic unit should describe the method of selection of all evaluators. The unit should also justify the method and the selection of the particular evaluators chosen.

8. Please include copies of the letters sent to external evaluators as the next pages of the packet. On the advice of Legal Counsel, the following information should be included in requests for external letters of evaluation:

“As part of this review process, we are soliciting assessments of Professor_______’s research contributions from academic colleagues and distinguished professionals outside of the University of Oklahoma. These letters of evaluation are treated as confidential by the University to the extent we are permitted to do so by law. These assessments will become part of Professor_______’s tenure dossier to be reviewed in accordance with our
procedures for the tenure decision which generally includes review by the departmental tenure faculty, a select group of college faculty appointed by the dean, the Campus Tenure Committee, and relevant administrators at the University of Oklahoma. We ask for your letter of evaluation and a copy of your own curriculum vita to include with the tenure dossier. In your letter, it is important that you elucidate the extent of your professional or personal relationship with Professor _____; the intent is to identify potential cases of partiality or conflicts of interest that might otherwise not be known by us. We ask that evaluators not provide comments as to whether a candidate should or should not be awarded tenure at the University of Oklahoma but rather comments on how the candidate’s research record compares with those who have recently been awarded tenure at your institution."

9. **Copies of all confidential letters of evaluation solicited and received must be included in the dossier.** In no case should fewer than three letters be submitted (usually, five or six letters are included). Academic units are advised to solicit external letters of evaluation early enough that they produce thorough appraisals of the tenure candidates. The Provost’s Office recommends that units begin soliciting these during the Spring semester for the coming academic year’s tenure cycle. Evaluators should receive an appropriately representative body of work to review and candidates should have input into what pieces of work are sent to evaluators.

In addition to the curriculum vita, a brief but detailed description of the individuals who have provided letters of evaluation for the research, scholarly, or creative activities should also be provided and should include who they are, where they are, what their status in the profession is, whether they were suggested by the Chair/Committee A or by the candidate, why they were selected as reviewers, and whether they have any academic or personal connection with the candidate. (See forms – pages 21 and 22.)

**Part II  Candidate Data:**

Most of the information will be supplied by the candidate, but the academic unit should assist the candidate by providing certain kinds of data from departmental files. The following information is required for all candidates.

10. **Original letter of appointment (Tenure Candidates Only)**

11. **Annual Progress-toward-tenure evaluation for each probationary year (Tenure Candidates Only)**

12. **Summary reports of Annual Faculty Evaluation from date of initial appointment**

13. **Complete and up-to-date vita including a summary of college and university degrees earned, all professional employment, and all professional honors and awards**

14. **Teaching Data (provide the following)**

a. **Statement of teaching philosophy and activities.** Candidates are asked to include a **synopsis** of both student and peer evaluations of teaching and academic advising, being sure to summarize strong and weak areas at both the undergraduate and graduate levels (including the supervision of master’s degree and doctoral thesis
Candidates may contact Laine Stambaugh to view their promotion dossier at any point in the process, unless they have waived access to referee letters. Check here for IMPORTANT DEADLINES!

2. How the Referee Process Works:

For those of you undergoing promotion review, you are being asked to provide a list of six "indicated" external referees. For purposes of clarification, "external" means that the majority of these referees should be from off-campus, outside the University of Oregon system. If you are a subject specialist, however, you should include your main departmental liaison as one of your "indicated" referees. The Provost's Office appreciates and understands the unique nature and service mission of librarians and library professionals, so you will not be penalized for providing one or two UO names (confirmed by Lorraine Davis on 7/11/02).

Things to Remember:

- "Indicated" Referees are individuals who are known by you, and have agreed to your request to provide positive written letters of recommendation, if asked by the Library Faculty Personnel Committee. These are most likely colleagues and acquaintances you have worked with through participation in professional organizations, publications, and/or other professional activities.
- Be sure to list your "indicated" references in priority order as to whom you would like contacted by the LFPC. Not all may be asked.
- Be sure you include a brief annotation as to why you selected each referee (how you know that person).

The Process:

1. Once Library Human Resources (LHR) receives your list of "indicated" referees, that list is passed on to your immediate supervisor. He/she then adds to that list with a matching number of "non-indicated" referees. "Non-indicated" referees may or may not be known to you or by you, but should be considered experts in the field who are qualified to comment on your individual professional contributions. In the past, these experts have been most gracious and positive about participating in our promotion review process.

2. Your immediate supervisor and/or AUL returns the completed list of "non-indicated" referees to LHR. The two lists are combined into a "Master List," which is then forwarded to the LFPC for consideration. As a committee, they review the list and select those individuals to be contacted for your
case, both from the "indicated" and the "non-indicated" list. One or two "alternate" names will also be selected from the "non-indicated" list, in case any of those decline.

3. LHR assumes you have already asked "indicated" referees if they will write letters, so there should be no surprises!

4. Next, selected "non-indicated" referees are contacted by LHR (via e-mail to speed things up) to see if they are willing to participate. If any respond in the negative, an alternate choice selected by the Committee is contacted.

5. Once LHR receives positive responses from all "non-indicated" referees, a final "Master List" is compiled and placed in your file. You will not be informed ahead of time which referees were selected. If you maintained your right of access to your file, you may view letters after the process is complete.

6. All individuals on the "Master List" are then sent formal letters from the University Librarian, requesting an evaluation of your professional contributions, along with copies of your résumé, personal narrative statement, and any other pertinent documentation (within reason).
G. External Letters of Assessment

1. External letters of assessment must be obtained for candidates being reviewed for sixth-year or early tenure and for promotion.

2. Dossiers shall include a minimum of four letters from external evaluators.

3. The college dean is responsible for obtaining external letters of assessment.

4. The process of obtaining external letters of assessment should begin far enough in advance of the review process that letters are in the dossier and available to review committees and administrators at all levels of review. If letters arrive after the review process has begun, individuals involved in those levels of review already completed shall be notified by the dean of the receipt of the letters, provided with access to the letters, and provided with an opportunity to reconsider their recommendation.

5. A log shall be inserted in the dossier to document:
   a. Date of request to external evaluator;
   b. Date of receipt of letter from external evaluator;
   c. Date of entry of letter in dossier.

6. The log shall not be made available to the candidate at any time.

7. The college dean shall be responsible for providing a statement explaining the method by which the external evaluators were selected.

8. The college dean shall be responsible for providing a brief biographical statement about the qualifications of the external evaluator; special attention should be given to documenting the evaluator's standing in his or her discipline as part of the biographical statement.
9. A copy of the letter requesting the external evaluation shall be inserted in the dossier; the request should be for a critical evaluation of the candidate's achievements and reputation within his or her discipline, with reference to the mission and assignment of the candidate. Requests should be for letters of assessment, not for letters of recommendation. (See Appendix C.)

a. If the same letter is sent to all external evaluators, one sample copy of the letter shall be inserted in the dossier. If different letters are used, a copy of each letter shall be inserted in the dossier.

10. Deans are urged to request letters from diverse sources and urged not to request external assessments from the candidate's former teachers and students, those who have collaborated significantly with the candidate or others whose relationship to the candidate might make objective assessments difficult. External evaluators should be asked to describe the nature of their association with the candidate. Evaluators should be in a position to make informed judgments about the candidate’s work.

11. Deans should be consistent in what materials of the candidate they send to external evaluators. Appropriate materials usually include the candidate’s vita and, depending on the number involved, all or a representative selection of the candidate’s publications. Colleges may if they wish prescribe that candidates’ narrative statements be included in the materials sent to external evaluators. Under no circumstance should the dossier as a whole be sent to the external evaluator. Since the focus of evaluation is to be on the candidate’s research and/or creative activity, additional items related to teaching or service should not be included in materials that are sent to external reviewers. Units should describe their policy in their promotion and tenure guidelines (or criteria statements).

12. Deans must request external assessments from individuals who are of higher rank than the candidate. It is inappropriate to request assessments from non-tenured assistant professors for candidates for tenure or promotion to associate professor, and so forth.
upon the Director to determine that the candidate meets the 'Specific Qualifications' for Librarian III (see Section V.C., 'Librarian III' below) before referring the matter to the PRC. If the position for which the candidate has applied is substantially different from his or her previous experience (e.g., having a much heavier emphasis on supervisory or management responsibilities), he or she may wish to wait and apply for accelerated consideration once he or she can document success in carrying out all the responsibilities of the position.

If the candidate is to be reviewed for expectation of continuing employment, the full PRC will follow the standard procedures as much as possible for the two-level expectation of continuing employment reviews (described above in Section III.A. above), using the Search Committee's report in place of the Level I Review committee report (the references in the candidate's application shall serve as candidate-supplied names for outside reviewers). The PRC will be required to act quickly and to observe extraordinary confidentiality, as this review process may occur during the employment negotiation process. If necessary, the faculty librarian candidate may be interviewed by the PRC, e.g., to clarify evidence in the candidate's dossier.

The candidate must supply a dossier and names of references to the PRC (and the subcommittee) via the Director's office. The dossier must include information on the candidate's tenure status at his or her current institution (as applicable) and documentation describing the process for granting of tenure at that institution if it has been achieved.

B. Review Materials. The materials used for the faculty librarian's review will consist of the faculty librarian's dossier, the administrative personnel file, and outside review letters.

1. Faculty Librarian's Dossier. The faculty librarian will compile and maintain his or her own personal faculty library dossier to provide documentation in support of his or her reviews. The dossier should contain a current curriculum vitae, a narrative written by the librarian, copies of publications, drafts of works in progress, formal evaluations from students and patrons (as available and appropriate), unsolicited letters, and any other documentation deemed appropriate in supporting his or her review. The narrative must contain a statement of the librarian's outstanding contributions in the areas of job performance, professional development and contributions, and service since appointment to the faculty librarian position within the expectation stream; it should contain sufficient information about the candidate's working philosophy and specific measures of the quality of his or her achievements to assist the review committees in their evaluation of his or her potential as a growing, productive professional. The dossier will be used in both the Level I and Level II reviews, and will be retained in the Director's office until the review is completed, at which time it will be returned to the faculty librarian.

2. Administrative Personnel File. This file is maintained in the Director's office as the administrative permanent employment file. The documentation from this file used for the faculty librarian's review consists of all material related to annual reviews, supervisory letters, and review committee reports as well as any letters or documentation solicited by a review committee. Annual reviews, in addition to evaluating the faculty librarian's performance for the purpose of salary recommendations, should assess the candidate's progress toward meeting the qualifications and criteria for reappointment, promotion, and expectation of continuing employment, as appropriate for the faculty librarian's current rank. For purposes of the review, the candidate's supervisor will write a letter assessing the candidate's record of job performance, professional development and contributions, and service since entering the expectation stream, as well as a summary of mentoring or advice given the candidate about his or her achievements; this letter may be in the PRC chair's possession if the candidate's dossier is supplied by that person. The documentation must include information on the candidate's tenure status at his or her current institution (as applicable) and documentation describing the process for granting of tenure at that institution if it has been achieved.

3. Personal Interviews. If necessary, the faculty librarian may be interviewed by either or both of the above committees, e.g., to clarify documentation in the faculty librarian's dossier and/or administrative personnel file. As a general rule, this interview should not be necessary since the faculty librarian dossier and administrative personnel file should provide all the information necessary for committee evaluation.

4. Outside Review Letters. Review letters from outside the university shall be solicited for candidates undergoing review for expectation of continuing employment for ULS Librarian 3 and Librarian 4. In general, letters should be solicited only from faculty librarians at ARL libraries. If circumstances dictate, letters may be solicited from faculty librarians at non-ARL libraries if both the PRC chair and the candidate agree (the candidate would agree in principle, but would not be advised of the names of the candidates). Although he or she is not required to submit any names, may submit no more than three of the six names. The reviewer shall be sent the following items: a customized copy of the outside review form letter (Appendix A); a copy of the candidate's Curriculum Vitae; examples of creative activity, i.e., research publications and scholarship; a copy of the ULS Guidelines... with instructions as to which portions therein apply to the current review. The customized outside-review form letter will ask reviewers to provide an assessment of the candidate's professional accomplishments, such as publications, committee memberships, and professional offices held. Reviewers will be asked to evaluate whether the candidate's record of accomplishment is appropriate for the level to which the candidate seeks promotion, as indicated in the ULS Guidelines.
Each letter received must be placed in the candidate's file, and must be accompanied by the following information (in the form of an annotated list of all the letters): name and institution of the reviewer; a summary of the reviewer's credentials; whether the candidate or the review committee provided the reviewer's name; a description of the relationship, if any, between the candidate and the reviewer. The file should identify which individuals, if any, were solicited for reviews but did not provide them, and for what reasons.

In accordance with the University of Pittsburgh Policy #07-06-05, "Access to Employee Personnel Files," University of Pittsburgh Faculty Handbook, July, 2002, letters solicited by a review committee from persons who are not current University of Pittsburgh employees will not be made accessible to the faculty librarian under review.

All of these materials will be used by the full PRC when conducting Level II reviews, with access to the file in the Director's office by appointment. Faculty librarians may review this file according to procedures stated in the University of Pittsburgh policy, #07-06-05.

Return to Top.
The unit director (see Section J) shall provide the candidate with the signed and completed Recommendation Information Form. Within ten (10) days of its receipt, the candidate will sign and return the Form to indicate concurrence with its content, or, if there is a dispute between the candidate and the unit director as to the content of the Form which they are unable to resolve, the candidate shall so indicate in the space provided above his/her signature attaching an explanation to the Form.

The unit director shall attach the candidate's list of documents to the promotion packet. It shall be the responsibility of the unit director to circulate that list and all documents or materials submitted by the candidate, together with any other relevant material to the appropriate reviewing bodies.

The candidate may suggest potential outside evaluators and may discuss with his/her unit director qualified persons from whom letters may be solicited. The candidate, in addition, may prepare a list of persons in his/her field from whom he/she prefers letters of evaluation not to be solicited. The candidate shall provide a written explanation for the exclusion of each person on that list. If a letter of evaluation is solicited from an individual on the candidate's list for solicitation list, the candidate's written explanation shall be attached to the individual's letter of recommendation. A unit director or the University Librarian may, at his/her discretion, also attach an explanation for his/her decision to solicit a letter from the individual. Such attachments, whether prepared by the candidate, the unit director or the University Librarian, shall be held, like the letters to which they refer, in confidence.

A candidate who has had time excluded from the probationary period may, upon written request, choose to have University evaluators, evaluative bodies, and outside evaluators informed that his/her record is to be reviewed in the same manner as the record of a faculty member with the normal probationary period.

If the candidate wishes to include a lengthy unpublished manuscript and requires copying services, he/she should contact his or her unit director at least 30 days prior to the date on which copies are needed. The candidate will be charged the prevailing rate for services so provided. If the service cannot be provided, the candidate will be notified promptly.

F. External Confidential Letters of Evaluation

A minimum of seven external confidential letters of evaluation from qualified persons shall be obtained by the candidate's unit director and/or by the University Librarian. External referees should be selected on the basis of their standing in the field and the institutions with which they are associated. All letters obtained in regard to this candidacy must be included in the promotion packet and forwarded to all levels of review. Preliminary solicitation letters and responses thereto, unsolicited letters and letters from within the University are not included within this category. External letters are not required for reappointment without tenure, but are required for non-tenure track appointments to the senior ranks and for new hires with tenure.

Prior to the solicitation of external letters, the unit director shall submit to the University Librarian a recommended list of referees for each candidate, accompanied by a clear explanation of the suitability of the referee, the relationship of the referee to the candidate and his/her field, and documentation demonstrating the referee's professional standing. The unit director shall make available to the University Librarian any list submitted by the candidate of persons from whom he/she prefers letters not to be solicited. Unit directors, in developing lists of appropriate referees to
submit to the University Librarian, shall consult the candidate about appropriate experts in his/her field of study, but the selection of external referees must be made by the unit director and University Librarian. After consultation with the candidate and University Librarian, the unit director shall send a preliminary solicitation letter (Appendix G) to individuals he/she has selected to serve as external referees. The preliminary solicitation letter may be sent via e-mail. The text of the preliminary solicitation letter shall not be modified and use of the preliminary solicitation letter is required. The preliminary solicitation letter and the responses thereto do not become part of the promotion packet. It is the unit director’s responsibility to keep a copy of the preliminary solicitation letter or e-mails, a list of recipients of the preliminary solicitation letter, dates sent, and responses, confidentially, in the unit until evaluations, grievances, remands, etc. are completed. Under no circumstances shall the candidate contact experts whose names he/she has submitted for consideration, or engage in any substantive discussion about his/her promotion case with any individual whom he/she knows to be serving as an external referee. The presumption is that a unit director and the University Librarian will reach a consensus as to an appropriate list of referees. However, in the event of a disagreement, a unit director is neither obliged to solicit, nor prohibited from soliciting, any particular referee. Similarly, in conducting his/her evaluation of the candidacy as set forth in Section M below, the University Librarian, at his/her discretion, may solicit letters from additional external referees. Such additional letters shall be submitted to evaluative bodies in accord with the procedures set forth in Section H, in which case all letters received after December 1, and until the addition of the University Librarian's letters, shall be submitted.

Sample letters of solicitation are attached in Appendices G-1, G-2 and G-IIL. Letters of solicitation for confidential outside letters of recommendation shall be consistent with the promotion criteria applicable to the candidate. A unit, with the prior approval of the University Librarian and the Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs, may modify the text of the sample letter of solicitation.

No reference which might identify the writers of the confidential letters shall be made in any portions of the promotion materials. Letters will be numbered and may be referred to by their respective number in the narrative statements. Letters of solicitation shall be sent to external referees early enough to permit the referee to complete an appropriately analytical and informative review of the candidate's credentials and to permit reviewing bodies adequate time to consider evaluators' responses.

The original external confidential letters of evaluation, together with a brief explanation of the suitability and professional standing of the referee and the relationship of the referee to the candidate (Form 3-a) and one copy only of the sample letter of solicitation (attached to Form 3), must accompany the original promotion packet forwarded to the University Librarian. Do not include the vitae of referees. All letters received must be submitted for review to all levels of evaluation, except that letters which are received after the December 1 deadline for submission to the Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs will not be considered unless the University Librarian has requested them as additional letters during his/her consideration of the packet.

External confidential letters solicited in a previous year may be used again and included under Form 3. However, selectivity of such letters is not permitted even if the candidacy is later withdrawn pursuant to Section R; therefore, either all or none of the letters solicited in a previous

---

3 When a referee relies on a telefaxed letter or an electronic transmission, these may be considered originals in the absence of the original.
year must be included, and they must be covered by a copy, supplied by the University Librarian’s office, of the earlier Form 3. Preliminary solicitation letters and the responses thereto are not included in this category. If new letters are solicited and if any of the external referees solicited in a prior year are solicited again, then all of the external referees previously solicited (excluding those who declined to evaluate the candidate in response to the preliminary solicitation letter) must be resolicited when the packet being reviewed is the same packet used in a prior evaluation and/or the prior solicitation occurred in either of the two immediately prior years.4

In all circumstances, copies of the external confidential letters are to remain in the unit director's office, and the candidate's director shall inform the appropriate tenured members of the unit that such letters are available for review.

G. Materials to Be Used in Review

With the exception of confidential outside letters of recommendation solicited in accordance with these Instructions and those documents that are generally public knowledge such as published student evaluations, published articles, and other similar documents, only those materials in the official personnel file and other materials added to the packet as described in Section H below may be used in conducting the review. The official personnel file for each library faculty member is maintained in the office of the University Librarian.

Documents bearing on the candidate and his/her evaluation which are introduced in the review process are subject to the strictures outlined in the next Section.

H. Additions to the Packet and the Right to Rebut or Respond

If any document or documents, other than confidential outside letters of recommendation, the official reappointment/promotion forms, continuation pages added to these forms as described in these instructions, reports of reading committees, supplements to confidential letters (Section E, paragraph 4), and materials submitted by the candidate, are added to the promotion packet during the evaluation, a copy of said document(s) shall be transmitted immediately to the candidate; the candidate shall have the right to submit a response or rebuttal within six (6) working days. The response shall be directed to that level of the evaluation at which the added document was received and shall become a part of the promotion packet. Any documents that are (1) physically present during the evaluation and (2) specifically referred to during the deliberations of the evaluative body and (3) which a majority of the evaluative body agrees have a direct bearing on the evaluation must be added to the packet in accordance with this procedure.

Subsequent to the commencement of the evaluation and prior to final recommendation of the Promotion Review Committee, the unit director shall, upon request of the candidate, add to the packet evidence of a significant change in the status of materials originally submitted by the candidate if: 1) the University Librarian concurs that a significant change has occurred; and 2) such change has occurred since the initiation of the evaluation. If there is a dispute between the candidate and the University Librarian as to whether a significant change has occurred in the status of materials originally submitted by the candidate, the Office of the Executive Vice President for

4 If there is good cause for an exception, it can be made only with the approval of the Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs, upon the recommendation of the University Librarian.
Appendix 1

Identifying and Contacting External Reviewers

2004-2005

June 8, 2004

Start immediately, particularly if you have several candidates up for promotion and tenure. Other than writing the reports, this may be the most difficult part of the whole process. Committees of whole chairs are encouraged to meet and work together to identify individuals to contact as potential external reviewers.

You should find two reviewers from outside the University of Tennessee who are librarians at comparable institutions (where librarians have faculty status or the equivalent). The reviewers should generally work in a similar field, as they will be asked to assess the quality and importance of the candidate's scholarship and contributions to the profession. In the case of promotion, reviewers should be at the rank or above that to which the candidate has applied. In the case of tenure the reviewer must be tenured and at a rank equal to or higher than the candidate. It is acceptable if they know the candidate, but they should not be former teachers, students, or UT faculty. (Manual for Faculty Evaluation).

There are several strategies to employ to help identify potential external reviewers, including searching academic library websites, searching the literature of the field, and most effective of all, consulting with colleagues for recommendations.

Send an email inquiry to the individual, following a form similar to the sample below. Be sure to give the individual a (short) deadline for a response to your email, so that you can move on quickly. Telephone contact is also acceptable.

Dear [Name of Internal Reviewer]

As part of our promotion and tenure process, the chairs of the faculty review committees at the University of Tennessee Libraries are in the process of identifying librarians at other academic institutions who would be willing to act as external reviewers. We have identified you, as someone who works in a field similar to the candidate and is potentially qualified as an outside reviewer. This email is an initial inquiry to see if you may be willing to serve as an external review for [Jane Doe] who is being reviewed for [promotion to the rank of Professor]. We would appreciate an immediate reply to let us know if you will be able to work with us.

Ideally external reviewers should hold faculty rank equivalent to that being considered and be tenured at an institution comparable to the University of Tennessee. You could add a specific statement here regarding the rank equivalency for each person, i.e. "In order to be a reviewer for Jane Doe you will need to be a tenured full professor or the equivalent." Should you consent to serve as a reviewer, you will receive a formal letter of request for an evaluation from our Dean. You will also be provided with a copy of our criteria and selected documents from the candidate's portfolio, including the vita, a narrative statement, and three selections of original work. The Dean will ask that you provide an evaluation of the candidate's professional work and service. She will also ask for your curriculum vita.

We are aware of the time this service requires and we assure you that input from professionals like you is vital to our decision-making process. You should be aware that the State of Tennessee has a Freedom of Information Law. Because of that law, we are unable to guarantee that the candidate will not request to see your letter.

We would appreciate your reply to this email no later than [select a date and time depending on when you send out the email]. Should you agree to serve as a reviewer, you should receive communication from [insert name], Dean of Libraries at the University of Tennessee early in September. [Date] has been identified as our deadline for return of evaluations from external reviewers.

Sincerely,

[Your name and rank]

Be prepared to deal with negative responses or no response at all. If you do not hear back by your deadline then move on and contact the next person on your list. If you are using the telephone to make contacts and end up playing phone tag, then use email. You want to try to get these reviewers lined up as quickly as possible, so that they have plenty of time to receive and read documents, and complete the evaluations.
Once you have two confirmations for each candidate, send the names and contact information to the Head, LPP or her designate. LPP will send out the letter from the Dean and the necessary documents to the external reviewers.
A person in a temporary appointment is not eligible for promotion.

Renewal of appointment applies only to Senior Assistant Librarians as described in Chapter II, Section A.

Associate Librarians who were initially appointed with provisional/non-continuing status may apply for permanent/continuing status as defined in Chapter II, Section B.

The calendar for the promotion, renewal of appointment and permanent/continuing status procedures will be established annually prior to the beginning of Autumn quarter by the Director of University Libraries, within University guidelines and requirements.

**Procedures.** Prior to the beginning of Autumn quarter, all librarians eligible for promotion or for renewal of appointment, and those Associate Librarians eligible to apply for permanent/continuing status, and their supervisors will be notified by the Administrative Officer Responsible for Personnel. This notification will specify what action is required from the individual and what documentation must be assembled. Not all librarians notified will choose to apply in a given year. While the ultimate responsibility for initiating a promotion request by the dates indicated in this policy rests with each individual, supervisors should encourage qualified librarians to seek promotion at the appropriate time.

In assembling the required documentation, each candidate will be expected to demonstrate that he/she is pursuing a career which enhances the effectiveness and standing of the University of Washington Libraries, supports the mission of the University Libraries, the University and/or learning community, and enhances and contributes to the profession. Complete and accurate documentation is essential to support a request for promotion, permanent/continuing status, or renewal of appointment. Candidates for whom an action is not required may withdraw their request any time prior to the submission of all documentation to the Librarian Personnel Committee.

The candidate must submit 2 copies of the following documentation in three-ring binders to the Administrative Officer Responsible for Personnel in accordance with the calendar established by the Director of University Libraries:

**Cover Letter**

A cover letter stating what action is being requested.

**References**

- The candidate must include the names of at least three references who are knowledgeable about the candidate's professional accomplishments. Individuals in the direct supervisory line should not be included as references. They will be asked to write letters by the Administrative Officer Responsible for Personnel as part of the process.
- For those individuals requesting promotion to the rank of Associate Librarian, or for those individuals holding the rank of Associate Librarian applying for permanent/continuing status at the same rank, there must be at least one reference not employed by the University Libraries who is knowledgeable about the candidate's contributions to the profession.
- For those individuals requesting promotion to the rank of Librarian, there must be at least two references not employed by the University Libraries who are knowledgeable about the candidate's contributions to the profession.

**Table of Contents**
Career Review
A summary document, including a current resume, and other relevant documentation covering the entire professional career. See the Checklist in Appendix E for further details.

Position Descriptions
Copies of position descriptions for all positions held in the University Libraries should be attached. The current position description should be signed by the candidate and his or her direct supervisor. If the position held is less than full-time, the position description should so indicate. If multiple position descriptions are not available, a general description of responsibilities for each position should be provided.

The Administrative Officer Responsible for Personnel, in accordance with the calendar established by the Director of University Libraries, will:

Solicit Letters of Reference
Solicit letters of reference from those individuals listed in the candidate's letter. These individuals will be asked to provide specific documentation that the candidate has performed in a manner which:
1. Enhances the effectiveness and standing of the University of Washington Libraries;
2. Demonstrates the candidate's ability to meet the responsibilities of the desired rank;
3. Enhances and contributes to the profession.

Identify an External Reviewer
In addition, for promotions to Associate Librarian or Librarian, or for individuals holding the rank of Associate Librarian without permanent/continuing status who are seeking permanent or continuing status, the Administrative Officer Responsible for Personnel, in consultation with the candidate and supervisors, will identify an individual from outside of the University Libraries to serve as the external reviewer of the file. The external reviewer is chosen for his or her ability to evaluate the candidate's professional accomplishments and activities. The Administrative Officer Responsible for Personnel will send the external reviewer the file which consists of the candidate's letter requesting consideration for promotion, documentation, position descriptions; and the Libraries policies and procedures for promotion; and a copy of the Libraries' mission statement.

A cover letter from the Administrative Officer Responsible for Personnel will include any additional questions to be covered in the external review. The external reviewer will also be asked to provide evaluative comments on whether the candidate has performed in a manner which:

1. Enhances the effectiveness and standing of the University of Washington Libraries;
2. Demonstrates the candidate's ability to meet the responsibilities of the desired rank;
3. Enhances and contributes to the profession.

Solicit Internal Letters
Distribute to University Librarians a list of candidates and their requested action. Librarians who wish to comment on an individual candidate may submit a letter to the Administrative Officer Responsible for Personnel which speaks to the requested action of that candidate as outlined in these guidelines. These internal letters will become part of the candidate's documentation.